Starter for 2013 chevy malibu

Five problems related to starter solenoid have been reported for the Chevrolet Malibu. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Chevrolet Malibu based on all problems reported for the Malibu. Car is currently
parked at a mechanic because I'm afraid to drive it. It began with the rpms going to when barely
pressing gas pedal. The car stalled after putting it in reverse nearly causing me to get hit, the
engine light came on so we took it directly to our mechanic. The code for a bad cam solenoid
was listed, and that was replaced. Drove it for about a week, still noticing issues with rpms, and
when braking, the rpms would increase. After I turned the car off, and restarted, the rpms would
not go beyond , and the fuel hand went to a full tank? Thankfully I've not been involved in a car
accident yet, but I'm fearful if I continue to drive this car, I'll not be able to say that!. Camshaft
actuator solenoid was replaced under special warranty. Check engine light came on again after
this was replaced. Was told it was now the intake solenoid. This also should have been covered
under the same warranty. Was told it would cost Keep stuck in ignition. No power. Had p code.
Changed the intake camshaft position solenoid. While driving my Chevrolet Malibu ltz my
stabiltrack light and service power steering pump light came on my dash immediately
afterwards when driving at low speeds any where from zero to thirty miles per hour the car will
randomly lose engine power and will stall but the electrical system will stay on but the head
lights go out and the power steering will go out making the vehicle hard to turn. The car dies
just about every time I am either accelerating from 0 mph to any low speed unless I slam on the
gas pedal. In bumper to bumper traffic im restarting my Malibu every 3 seconds after it dies. It's
is so dangerous if I have to turn and their is oncoming traffic cause the car could just die in the
middle of the turn and be smashed by oncoming traffic. This happens on the street on the
highway anywhere im driving. Car was taken to dealership where they held it for 2 weeks and
said it was a oil pump solenoid valve being stuck. As soon as I drove off the lot I didnt even get
around the corner and the car died at a low speed and the stability light came on along with the
power steeri my pump and check engine light. Vehicle has to been taken in several times for
cam shaft position sensor failure also. Car failures have been common since the date I
purchased this vehicle. The contact owns a Chevrolet Malibu. The contact stated that the
electrical system intermittently stopped functioning, which resulted in a loss of power steering,
abs functionality, and the windshield wipers operated independently. The failure occurred
without warning. The failure occurred approximately eight times. The vehicle was taken to the
dealer where it was diagnosed that the solenoids needed to be replaced. The vehicle was
repaired, but the failure recurred. The vehicle was taken to the dealer, but not repaired due to
the manufacturer's denial of the claim. The manufacturer was notified of the failure. The VIN was
unknown. The failure mileage was approximately 60, Car Problems. Starter Solenoid problem 1.
Starter Solenoid problem 2. Starter Solenoid problem 3. Starter Solenoid problem 4. Starter
Solenoid problem 5. Other Electrical System related problems of the Chevrolet Malibu. Electrical
System problems Electrical System problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Battery Cable
problems. Ignition Switch problems. Wiring problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Anti-theft
Controller problems. Starter problems. Software problems. Instrument Panel problems. If no
lights coming on in the dashboard and no other electrical consumers work, the battery could be
completely dead or there is no connection between the battery and the vehicle electrical
system. Check if the battery terminals look tight. If the battery is completely dead, jump starting
might help. In this case, try turning the steering wheel left and right while gently jiggling the
ignition key â€” this might help to release the steering lock. Check the battery and the terminal
cable connections. If they look really corroded, you need to clean the battery posts and cable
connectors or replace the cables and try to start the engine. Also check the starter. The
solenoid attached to the top of the starter can fail, as well as the components inside. Replace
starter solenoid, starter contacts, starter assembly or repair starter circuit as required. Very
often this could be caused by a low battery or poor connection between the battery and starter.
There are many possible causes, but we know it is neither a battery nor a starter problem. Just
remember: a vehicle will always require air, fuel, and the ignition to operate. Check the fuel. If
the wrong amount of fuel is being injected into the combustion chamber, or being injected at
the wrong time, the engine will not start. Again, this will be a case where the engine cranks over,
but will not actually run. This could be caused by a few different parts including the fuel pump,
fuel filter, fuel injectors, and fuel lines. Some of those options are a stretch, but do have an
effect on the system. Start with the fuel injectors, and make sure they are clean. Check the
spark. Without spark to ignite the fuel mix in the combustion chamber, the engine will not start.
Spark issues are not limited to the plugs. Check the spark plug wires, the distributor or module,
and plug gap. These all have a huge effect on the function of the ignition system. I have a
Chevrolet Malibu, 2. When the engine has set over night and the oil has drained down. When
starting the engine in the morning I turn the key on turn the engine over and it starts all the time.

But soon as I start cranking the cold engine. I get this rash noise sound, semi solid noise. Soon
as the engine starts, the noise stops. Soon as engine starts, noise Stops. When scanned no
lights and no codes showing. They replaced the intake oil control valve. Still have problem. Any
ideas what the problem is. Could this be a starter problem only. Ask A Mechanic. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. Advertising Download Car Mechanic Workshop from play store. Leave a Reply
Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Download Car Mechanic Workshop from
play store. I just purchased this car in July of with certification. They had to put a charger on it
to drive it out of the lot but said someone had left the dome light on. I have had to put the
charger on it several times to get it to start. I'm taking it to the dealer to have it looked at. I think
there must have been a problem before I bought it. The clock and dash lights still come on but
the car just clicks like the battery is dead when I try to start it. It doesn't happen every time but
once I charge it the clock and radio stations are still set. Maybe the alternator? I'm no mechanic
but my warranty runs out in 6 months and I need this problem fixed. A lot of people are
complaining about their car not starting. Well my engine control and body control module was
replaced on my car when the car only had less then miles. YES, less than miles. One was
replaced can't remember which was first when the car had about miles on it. I was driving home
from the dealer with 34 miles on it and the car did not want to start after we stopped for lunch.
Of course the problem would not happen while at the dealer so I took it in approximately 4 times
over the next couple of weeks until it did it for them. Then about miles later the check engine
light came on and I called OnStar who told me to take to dealer, engine problems. Well that is
when the other module was replaced. I could go on for a long time with all my problems but I
won't. I still love my car but disappointed in Chevy. Sadly I am thinking of trading it in for
another Chevy because my warranty is about done. August will be 3 years and I am scared not
to have coverage if something else would go wrong. Tried to start car and all electrical is off. No
interior lights, no brake lights, no power locks, nothing. The key is stuck in the ignition and
cannot remove it. Took it to the Chevy dealership and they could not find problem. Said
probably needed new battery or had a bad cable. Took it to another dealership I trust to check
out battery and starter and all was good. This is my wife's car and she has been stranded 3
times now. Wish someone would actually try and find the problem and quit guessing. The car
simply starts one day and won't start the next. My husband have no idea what it is. We went to
Discount Auto to get a free diagnostic and they told us, it was a sensor under the hood. It
continue to crank one day and not the next. We thought it was the battery, so we brought a
battery; still the same problem. Then, we took it to a Chevrolet dealership because it is a Chevy.
We drove the car home; 2 days later it wouldn't start. Do they know their own cars?! What is
going on with this car?! Will it last?!!!!!! My car needs to be fixed! Its an embarrassment for me
and gm motors! Get to it, you make we buy but make them right because our money is right!
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art it and it wouldn't start, so I had to get a jump and have since Feb. I thought it was the
battery but took it to get replaced and they checked the battery, starter, alternator and it all
comes back ok. I told them I noticed when put the ac on is when this problem occurs and
because none of the lights are coming on letting us no what the problem is I can't get it fix until
it completely goes out. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Chevrolet dealer.
Most Common Solutions: not sure 5 reports replace engine control module and body control
module 1 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this Malibu problem
yet. Be the first! Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

